Ceramic materials are commonly used to design multi-layer armour systems thanks to their favourable physical and mechanical properties. However, during an impact event, fragmentation of the ceramic plate inevitably occurs due to its inherent brittleness under tensile loading. Consequently, an accurate model of the fragmentation process is necessary in order to achieve an optimum design for a desired armour configuration. In this work, shockless spalling tests have been performed on two silicon carbide grades at strain rates ranging from 10 3 to 10 4 s −1 using a high-pulsed power generator. These spalling tests characterize the tensile strength strain rate sensitivity of each ceramic grade. The microstructural properties of the ceramics appear to play an important role on the strain rate sensitivity and on the dynamic tensile strength. Moreover, this experimental configuration allows for recovering damaged, but unbroken specimens, giving unique insight on the fragmentation process initiated in the ceramics. All the collected data have been compared with corresponding results of numerical simulations performed using the Denoual-ForquinHild anisotropic damage model. Good agreement is observed between numerical simulations and experimental data in terms of free surface velocity, size and location of the damaged zones along with crack density in these damaged zones.
Introduction
For the last decades, ceramic materials have often been employed in the design of highly protective multi-layer armour systems [1] . The combined high hardness and dynamic compressive strength of these materials (reaching more than 10 GPa in the case of silicon carbide ceramics [2] [3] [4] [5] ) shatter [6] or erode [7] the bullet during impact, thereby reducing its penetrative efficiency. Moreover, thanks to their low density (less than half the density of steel materials in the case of silicon carbides), the use of this kind of material provides, for the same ballistic efficiency, a significant weight benefit in comparison with monolithic steel armour [8] . However, ceramics also exhibit brittleness under tensile loading along with a relatively low tensile strength. Thus, propagating stress waves induce an inevitable fragmentation of the material when a projectile hits a ceramic-based armour system [9] [10] [11] . For this reason, ceramic plates are always backed by ductile metallic materials such as aluminium or composites [7, 12] . The behaviour of a specific armour configuration is partly controlled by the tensile behaviour of the ceramic material, along with its fragmentation process. An accurate model of this fragmentation process is needed if one wants to achieve an optimum design for a desired armour configuration.
Historically, the dynamic tensile behaviour of ceramics has been mainly studied using plate impact experiments. In a spalling test, an intense tensile stress is generated by the crossing of release waves coming from the rear face of the impactor and from the rear face of the target. This rapid increase of tensile stress leads to the initiation of damage and to the dynamic fracture of the material. In 1996, Bartkowski & Dandekar [13] compared the spall strength of two silicon carbide grades (a hot-pressed ceramic and a sintered one) by performing plate impact experiments. They showed an influence of the microstructure of the ceramic on its dynamic tensile strength (for example, with an impact stress of about 4 GPa, a spall strength of 1.3 GPa is obtained with the hotpressed SiC versus 1 GPa for the sintered SiC). However, they did not conclude what parameter between the higher density or the smaller grain size leads to the greater spall strength of the hotpressed SiC. They also showed a scattering of the tensile strength as a function of the impact stress. As observed by the same authors [14] , the microstructure of the ceramic has a significant influence on the scattering of spall stresses. Paris et al. [15] have performed spalling tests on a spark plasma sintering (SPS) silicon carbide having a high density and a small grain size (approx. 1 µm). They observed higher spall strength than that reported by Dandekar & Bartkowski [13, 14] , with the spall stress of SPS silicon carbide greater than 1.4 GPa for an impact stress less than 5 GPa. Given these studies, the spall strength tends to decrease for higher impact stresses. The same phenomenon is also observed for other ceramics when the impact stress approaches or exceeds the Hugoniot elastic limit [14, 16] , and is due to the initiation of damage in the ceramic from the compressive pulse prior to spall loading. Murray et al. [17] have also studied the influence of the ceramic microstructure on the dynamic tensile strength by performing spalling experiments on three alumina grades. They showed that the spall stress decreases by increasing the porosity level. However, in these works, the influence of the ceramic microstructure can only be compared for a given impact stress, and the influence of the strain rates cannot be studied due to shock loading into the material.
In this work, a high-pulsed power generator is used to perform shockless spalling experiments. This generator is able to characterize the dynamic tensile behaviour of ceramics with strain rates varying from 10 3 to 10 4 s −1 . Three spalling experiments have been performed on two silicon carbide grades having different microstructures in terms of density, porosity level, grain size and secondary phase presence plus type. These silicon carbide ceramics are presented in the first section, the high-pulsed power generator introduced next. In the third section, the experimental spalling tests are presented, with a particular focus on the strain rate sensitivity of the dynamic tensile strength. Finally, the Denoual-Forquin-Hild (DFH) [18, 19] anisotropic damage model is presented and comparisons between the experimental and numerical results in terms of free surface velocity and damage patterns are provided for each material.
Materials characteristics
Two silicon carbide grades have been studied in this work. These ceramics have been sintered by Saint-Gobain using two sintering processes: pressureless sintering (PS) and SPS. To elaborate on the PS process, powders are first compacted at ambient temperature. These compacted pieces are then heated at very high temperature (approx. 2000°C) during several tens of minutes to densify the ceramic. In comparison, the SPS process allows for a faster densification of the ceramic. In this process, the powder is compacted by a uniaxial pressure and heated simultaneously by the Joule effect. The ramp temperature can reach several hundreds of degrees per minute [20] . In both cases, carbon or boron carbide sintering additives used to elaborate the ceramics do not melt down during the process (solid-state sintering). The two grades tested in this work have been sintered using the processes described above. They are called PS-S (pressureless sintered in solid state) and SPS-S (spark plasma sintered in solid state). These two grades present different microstructural parameters in terms of grain size, densification rate and type of secondary phase. The PS-S grade presents a density greater than 98% of the theoretical density of SiC. Its microstructure is fine (grain size is in the range 4-10 µm). The SPS-S grade presents elongated grains, with sizes beyond 100 µm on the long axis, included in a matrix composed of smaller grains (approx. 10 µm). Its density reaches 99% of the theoretical density of SiC. More information about these grades can be found in [21] .
Quasi-static characterizations
When subjected to quasi-static tensile loading, ceramic materials fail at a non-constant stress, leading to a scatter in the failure stresses. Considering that cracks are initiated due to preexisting defects in the ceramic microstructure (such as sintering defects, pores, interfaces between grains, etc.), the failure emanates from a given defect when the maximum principal stress σ (x) becomes greater than its critical stress σ i (x). When the loading rate is sufficiently low, only the weakest crack is initiated and leads to the failure of the specimen. In order to model this phenomenon, Weibull [22, 23] proposed to link the failure stress with an associated cumulative probability of failure P F given by:
The density of critical defects λ t (σ ) is defined by
where m is the Weibull modulus and σ m 0 /λ 0 is the Weibull scale parameter. These two parameters are representative of the defect population in the material. The term V eff , corresponding to the effective volume, has been introduced by Davies [24] in order to take into account the stress heterogeneity in the loaded volume:
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The symbol · corresponds to the Macaulay brackets, i.e. the positive part of the value. In the case of a heterogeneous stress field, the mean failure stress and the squared standard deviation are, respectively, given by
where Γ is the Eulerian function of the second kind. One can see in equation (3.4) that a scale effect is predicted by the Weibull theory. Indeed, for the same material and identical defect populations, higher failure stresses are obtained by decreasing the effective volume. In order to characterize the defect population of PS-S and SPS-S SiC grades used in this work, quasi-static four-point bending tests have been performed. The SiC specimens were h = 5 mm in thickness and b = 3 mm in width. The top span of these bending tests was l = 5 mm and the bottom span was L = 20.8 mm.
The failure stress σ F is expressed as a function of the applied force F by
In the case of four-point bending tests, the effective volume of the loaded structure is given by the analytical solution:
The Weibull modulus of a material, giving a direct indication of the scatter on the failure stresses (the lower the Weibull modulus, the higher the scatter on the failure stresses), is obtained by plotting the so-called Weibull diagram. The highest Weibull modulus has been obtained for the SPS-S grade with a value of 13.3. In the case of the PS-S, a Weibull modulus of 9.0 was obtained. As the effective volume depends on the Weibull modulus of the material (cf. equation (3.7)), different effective volumes are obtained for the two SiC grades. In order to simplify the comparison of the mean failure stresses of each grade, the Weibull parameters of the two SiC grades tested in this work are gathered in table 1 for an effective volume of 0.17 mm 3 . This data conversion is possible using the Weibull law given in equation (3.4) . One can observe that, besides their different Weibull modulus, these two SiC grades have very different mean failure stresses (687 MPa for the PS-S grade versus 504 MPa for the SPS-S grade).
These SiC grades have been tested under dynamic conditions with spalling tests using the GEPI machine presented below. This device produces shockless characterizations of materials in compression or tension, allowing for the strain rate sensitivity of the material to be determined under dynamic conditions. The dynamic rate sensitivity has previously been observed on alumina ceramics [25, 26] .
Dynamic characterizations
The GEPI machine (abbreviation for is a high-pulsed power generator based on the strip line concept [27] , and is devoted to quasi-isentropic experiments or hypervelocity impact by accelerating a flyer plate [28] . This machine is used to study the dynamic behaviour of inert materials like ceramics [25, 26] , metals, composites [29] and mortar [30] . Its primary energy storage is composed of 28 stages and the total energy stored reaches 70 kJ from a charging voltage of 85 kV. In the central part of the machine, the energy storage stages are connected to the load by a strip line. As shown in figure 1b, the two electrodes are separated by an insulator (Mylar and Kapton dielectric foils) and locally connected by short-circuit. Additional peaking capacitors have also been employed to smooth the temporal current profile and to push away the formation of a shock front when high pressures are generated. Using these peaking capacitors, the released current rises over 500 ns to a value about 3 MA. The current combined with the intense magnetic field generates a compressive pulse applied to the internal skin of each electrode. Thanks to the symmetry of the central part, the same pressure is applied on each electrode. This pressure then propagates through the electrodes and through the materials to characterize. The magnetic compressive pulse σ mag applied on the electrodes can be easily assessed from the current signal using the relation
where k p is an edge effect coefficient, µ 0 is the magnetic permeability of free space, W is the width of the strip line and I(t) is the current released measured by a calibrated Rogowski coil. By varying the current I(t) and/or the width of the strip line W, a large range of pressure level (from several tens of MPa up to about several tens of GPa) can be obtained with the GEPI device. The experimental configuration used to perform spalling tests is presented in figure 2 . A reference velocity measurement is taken at the free surface of the lower electrode. This velocity signal is useful to determine the wave velocity in the ceramic specimen and to verify the amplitude of the stress wave. This ceramic specimen (8 mm in thickness) is glued on the upper electrode. All the specimens have lateral dimensions of 30 mm. These dimensions assure a onedimensional strain state during the fragmentation process. The very thin glue layer (about 50 µm) has no influence on the pulse transmitted to the ceramic. The rear face of the ceramic is free of stress, allowing a complete reflection of the stress waves, which then cause spallation of the specimen. A velocity measurement is also taken at the centre of the ceramic free surface.
All the velocities are measured by using a fibre displacement interferometer ( rise times less than 200 ps. This FDI configuration employs two shifted measurement channels which allow for two complementary signal processings. The first one is based on a sliding fast Fourier transform (SFFT) method to compute the velocity profile from the frequency signal. The accuracy of this process gives an uncertainty less than 1% in most cases, and can detect signals embedded in noise. The second signal processing is based on a classical VISAR type analysis [32] , and is used when parts of the frequency signal are not solvable by the SFFT method. When spallation occurs within the material, rebounds are observed on the free surface velocity signal after the peak velocity. These rebounds provide indications on the localization of the damaged zone, and correspond to a wave entrapped in the spall between the damaged zone and the free surface. Consequently, the distance between the damaged zone and the free surface can be roughly estimated from the period between rebounds. Using the linear acoustic approximation introduced by Novikov [33] , the spalling stress can be directly determined from the pullback velocity U pb , corresponding to the difference between the peak velocity and the velocity at the first rebound,
where ρ 0 corresponds to the initial density of the ceramic with C L its longitudinal (onedimensional) wave speed. The densities of the tested ceramics are determined before dynamic testing by measuring the mass and the dimensions of each specimen. The longitudinal wave speed is calculated by comparing the time shift between the wave arrival at the free surface of the lower electrode (reference measurement) and the wave arrival at the free surface of the ceramic [26] . Three spalling experiments have been performed on each SiC grade at strain rates ranging from 2000 to 25 000 s −1 (cf. figure 3) . The rise time of the ramp pressure remains constant; the strain rate is directly influenced by the peak pressure applied to the ceramic and thus by the width of the electrode (cf. equation (4.1)). In all cases, careful attention has been paid to ensure a spall fracture in a one-dimensional strain state in the symmetry axis of the sample, and to guarantee an absence of compressive damage in the ceramic before spallation (peak pressure sufficiently low as compared to the Hugoniot elastic limit of the ceramic).
However, the strain rate corresponding to the spalling stress cannot be accurately determined from the velocity profiles. During a spalling test conducted with the GEPI generator, the strain rate field varies rapidly in space and time. To evaluate the strain rate at failure, numerical simulations of the experiment are conducted by means of a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) module in which the current signal measured from Rogowski coils is set as a boundary condition of the inner skin of the electrodes. After validation of the applied loading using the reference velocity measurement and assuming that the location of the damaged zone in the ceramic begins at the position identified with the velocity rebounds, the 'strain rate at failure' corresponds to the value at which the tensile stress reaches the spalling strength determined experimentally. Uncertainties on the strain rate at failure are linked to the rapid drop of the strain rate along with the uncertainty of the real position of the damaged zone. Numerical simulations of several experimental tests have shown that a global uncertainty of ±1000 s −1 on the strain rate at failure corresponds to the upper bound regardless of loading rate. The uncertainty for the spall strength is governed by the three parameters given in equation (4.2), namely the density of the ceramic, the wave velocity and the pullback velocity. These parameters being calculated independently, the sum of the uncertainties has been evaluated at ±5%. This low uncertainty has been confirmed by Erzar & Buzaud [25] by performing GEPI spalling tests on an alumina ceramic. Indeed, they obtained very similar spall strength after two spalling tests performed at 20 250 s −1 and 21 500 s −1 .
One can observe in figure 3 that the two SiC grades present very different strain rate sensitivities and spalling stresses for a given strain rate. This figure shows the influence played by the microstructure of a ceramic on its dynamic tensile behaviour. At 2000 s −1 the SPS-S grade presents a spalling strength of 606 MPa, whereas a spalling strength of 450 MPa is observed for the PS-S grade at 7500 s −1 . At high strain rates (25 000 s −1 ), a difference of spalling strength of 128 MPa is observed between these two grades (665 MPa for the PS-S versus 793 MPa for the SPS-S grade).
Dandekar & Bartkowski [14] performed in 2001 spalling tests on a French sintered SiC (material presenting a microstructure quite similar to that of the PS-S grade) by using a plate impact technique. They noted spall strengths comparable to the ones obtained by GEPI spalling tests on the PS-S grade. However, these experimental data cannot be directly compared, as the strain rate at failure obtained by the plate impact technique is difficult to identify.
As another advantage in comparison with the plate impact technique in which complex systems are needed in order to recover damaged specimens, the use of the GEPI machine does not require any additional system due to the electromagnetic origin of the loading pulse. Consequently, the use of the GEPI device to test spall strength allows for easy specimen recovery. Figure 4 presents post-test states of SPS-S and PS-S SiC specimens for experiments performed at 2000 s −1 (figure 4a), 7500 s −1 (figure 4b) and 15 500 s −1 (figure 4c). After the test performed at 15 500 s −1 , one can observe that the sample is totally fragmented due to the intense release waves coming from the lateral faces. After the test performed at 7500 s −1 on the PS-S grade, the spall of the specimen has been recovered. Furthermore, after the test conducted at the lowest strain rate, the specimen has been recovered in a single piece with little evidence of damage. The same capacity of specimen recovery at low strain rate has also been observed with the other SiC grades and with alumina ceramic [25] [26] . After cutting and polishing this specimen, a scanning electron microscopy analysis is conducted, providing indications about the propagation and interaction between cracks, such as the crack density in the damaged zone, which can be used to validate a micromechanical modelling approach.
Dynamic fragmentation modelling
Contrary to quasi-static tensile loading, where only one or a few cracks are initiated, under dynamic loading, multiple cracks lead to the failure of the material. In order to model this phenomenon, the DFH model assumes that the defect population initiated in the dynamic loading regime is the same as in the quasi-static regime. Thus, whatever the loading rate, cracks can be initiated on the same defects. Consequently, Weibull parameters determined by quasi-static bending tests constitute input data for the dynamic fragmentation modelling and the critical defect density at a given stress is given by equation (3.2). When a crack propagates, release waves are generated on the lips of this crack. The release of stresses in the vicinity of a propagating crack prevents the activation of any other critical defect located in this zone, called the 'obscuration zone'. This phenomenon is called the defect obscuration phenomenon [18, 19] . Considering a constant crack velocity v crack , the size of the obscured zone V 0 is given by
with n being the dimension of the considered space, S a shape parameter depending on the dimension of the problem, T the current time and t the crack inception time. The crack velocity is considered to be proportional to the elastic wave velocity in the material C 0 = (E/ρ) 1/2 , with E the Young modulus of the material and ρ its density according to
Based on an energetic approach to the dynamic propagation of a single crack, Broek [34] and Kanninen & Popelar [35] have analytically shown that the value k quickly tends to a limit value k = 0.38. In the case of a multiple fragmentation, the analytical form of the non-obscuration probability for a given point in the loaded volume reads [18, 19] The damage variable D, defined from the non-obscuration probability, may also be written as the ratio between the obscured volume and the total volume according to Denoual & Hild [18] :
According to this relationship, damage ends when all the volume is obscured, meaning no other crack can be initiated. In the DFH model, the damage is considered anisotropic, and one damage variable is defined for each principal direction, and the growth of each damage variable D i reads
New cracks being initiated outside the obscured zones, the increment of crack density is related to the non-obscuration probability by [19] ∂λ cracks ∂t
Considering that the fragmentation process finishes when the entire volume is obscured, Denoual & Hild [18] have presented the characteristic parameters of the model including the characteristic time t c . This characteristic time corresponds to the moment when each crack obscures an average volume that equals the total volume divided by the total number of cracks, and is written as
The damage variable can also be written as a function of the characteristic time when assuming a constant stress-rate [19] :
It is interesting to note that the quasi-totality of the damage process occurs between t c and 2t c [36] . Thus, the characteristic time provides an indication of the damage process duration in the material (for a given stress rate).
Considering the ultimate stress Σ u as the maximal macroscopic stress in the material during the damage (such as dΣ(t)/dt = 0), the analytical formula for Σ u is given by
where e = exp(1). Under tensile loading, the response of a ceramic material depends on the strain rate [34, 35] . Under quasi-static loading, only one crack leads to the failure of the material. The behaviour is probabilistic and governed by the Weibull probability distribution. When the strain rate is sufficiently high, multiple fragmentation processes occur. This phenomenon is characterized by a significant increase of the mean failure stress with the strain rate, and the behaviour tends to be deterministic. In the dynamic case, the DFH model governs the behaviour and the damage variable is based on the non-obscuration probability (cf. equation (5.3)). In order to model single or multiple fragmentation in each finite element, a random critical stress σ k is calculated using the formula [36, 37] than σ k , damage occurs and the number of critical defects in the element depends on the stress according to
Using this method, the so-called multi-scale model is able to describe the tensile failure of ceramics over a wide range of strain rates. This model was implemented in Abaqus/Explicit finite-element code through a VUMAT subroutine.
One can compare the dynamic tensile strength obtained by spalling test with that given by the multi-scale damage model considering the Weibull parameters given in table 1.
Using the Weibull parameters obtained from quasi-static bending tests (cf. table 1), one can observe in figure 5 (dashed lines) that the DFH model (multi-scale version) overestimates the dynamic tensile strength of PS-S and underestimates that of the SPS-S grade. Two reasons may explain these differences.
The first possible reason for the poor predictions of the dynamic tensile strengths may be due to a poor estimation of the Weibull modulus. Indeed, the Weibull modulus depends on the scatter in the failure stresses. Its value may vary significantly from one test series to another. This scatter may lead to inaccuracy in the dynamic tensile strength determination. However, according to equation (5.9), the strain rate sensitivity of the dynamic tensile strength of ceramics is directly related to the Weibull modulus. The second possible reason to explain the differences observed between the predictions of the DFH model and the experimental tensile strengths may be due to the large effective volume of the quasi-static bending test (a few cubic millimetres) in comparison with the effective volume of the GEPI spalling tests.
In the case of the SPS-S grade, the Weibull modulus was readjusted in order to best fit the dynamic tensile strengths observed after the spalling tests. In this case, a readjustment of the Weibull modulus from 13.3 to 9.1 is necessary (cf. figure 5) to accurately reproduce the dynamic sensitivity of the tensile strength at high strain rates (greater than 10 000 s −1 ). A readjustment is also possible by varying the mean failure stress obtained in quasi-static tests; however, this parameter is less sensitive to the number of tests.
In the case of the PS-S grade, a readjustment of the Weibull modulus is not sufficient to reproduce the dynamic tensile strength obtained by GEPI spalling tests. A new experimental bending test campaign series has been designed at a closer scale to compare with the one activated in dynamic conditions. The resized bending experiments activate the same defect population as the one governing the dynamic fracture. During dynamic loading (as is the case during the GEPI spalling tests), the effective volume is estimated to be about two-tenths of a cubic millimetre. Indeed, in the case of the SPS-S test performed at the lowest loading rate (approx. 2000 s −1 ), it has been suspected that the tensile behaviour of the ceramic is not governed by the DFH (dynamic) model, but by the Weibull model. Using the Weibull law (equation (3.4) ), an effective volume of about 0.17 mm 3 has been determined to reach a tensile strength of 600 MPa.
In the new test series, the cross-section of the PS-S specimen is 1 × 1 mm 2 and the lower span is 8.9 mm. A three-point configuration is used in order to obtain a lower effective volume in comparison with the four-point configuration. After performing a series of 21 bending tests, a Weibull modulus of 5.3 is obtained. The effective volume is equal to 1.14 × 10 −1 mm 3 , which is 70 times less than the effective volume obtained with the first bending test series performed on PS-S. The mean failure stress in the new quasi-static test series is equal to 405 MPa. These new Weibull parameters are gathered in table 2 (considering an effective volume of 0.17 mm 3 ). One can observe in figure 5 that the new Weibull parameters obtained on the PS-S lead to a significantly better correlation between the dynamic tensile strength obtained by spalling tests, and the provisions given by the analytical solution of the DFH model (lower (blue) solid line). This observation confirms that different population defects can be activated on the same material depending on the effective volume. Thus, in order to predict the dynamic tensile strength of a ceramic by means of quasi-static bending tests, the effective volume has to be as close as possible to the effective volume during dynamic testing (about one-tenth of a cubic millimetre for GEPI spalling tests). Table 2 gathers the Weibull parameters of the SPS-S grade obtained after readjustment of the Weibull modulus (as is the case for the PS-S grade, the Weibull parameters are given by considering an effective volume of 0.15 mm 3 ).
Using equation (5.8) and the Weibull parameters gathered in table 2, one can calculate the characteristic time associated with each silicon carbide as a function of strain rate. Figure 6 presents the evolution of the characteristic time as a function of the strain rate for each SiC grade. One can observe that, for each grade, the characteristic time quickly decreases with the strain rate, and has a value of only a few tens of microseconds. In the case of GEPI spalling tests performed at strain rates greater than 15 000 s −1 , the characteristic time and thus the duration of the fragmentation process is less than 0.1 µs.
Once each loading pulse is validated using the reference velocity signals, all the GEPI spalling tests have been numerically simulated. The new Weibull parameters presented in table 2 have been used. For simulating the GEPI tests, a parallelepiped 8 mm in height and 2.5 cm in width was considered. All the lateral displacements are blocked to ensure a uniaxial strain state on the specimen (as is the case during the experimental tests in the central part of the ceramic). To compare numerical results to experimental tests, free surface velocity signals are used. For spalling tests performed at low strain rates and where damaged specimens were recovered, one can also compare data obtained from microscopic analyses (such as the location and the width of the damaged zone or the crack density in this zone) with numerical results. obtained using a 0.30 mm mesh size, the response is insensitive to the mesh size in terms of pullback velocity. Indeed, numerical results given by the DFH multi-scale model converge when increasing the mesh size. This observation is explained by the fact that, when a too small mesh size is used, the damage process is governed by single fragmentation at the scale of the finite elements (due to scale effect), while increasing the mesh size leads to multiple cracking at the scale of the unit cell. For relatively coarse meshes, the response is deterministic and the strength is given by equation (5.9). However, too large mesh size is not appropriate for the explicit scheme and the wave propagation. One can observe a good correlation between experimental and numerical free surface velocities in terms of pullback velocities or residual velocity after the first rebound. The same simulations have been performed on the SPS-S grade and similar results have been obtained (cf. figure 8 ).
Other comparisons are also possible between the experimental and numerical results. In spalling tests performed at relatively low strain rate (between 2000 and 7000 s −1 ), damaged specimens were recovered for microscopic analyses and provided data such as the size and the location of the damaged zone or the crack density in the damaged zone. Figure 9 presents comparisons between cut views of damaged specimens recovered after tests performed at 2000 s −1 on the SPS-S grade with the damage and crack density fields obtained by numerical simulation. After the test performed at 2000 s −1 on the SPS-S grade, the whole specimen has been recovered despite its damaged state. By cutting the specimen, many cracks have been initiated and two horizontal damaged zones can be observed. However, only the damaged zone in the top of the specimen has to be considered. Vertical cracks were also initiated. These vertical cracks can be caused by the crossing of lateral release waves in the central part of the specimen. However, Figure 10 . Comparison between the microscopic view of the PS-S spall recovered after a test performed at 7500 s −1 and numerical results given by the DFH model in terms of damage and crack density field.
they were initiated after the spalling damage and they had no influence on the spalling process. The damaged zone located in the bottom of the specimen has been initiated after the main spalling process. These cracks are due to interaction between release waves coming from the spall zone and secondary loadings due to the sinusoidal form of the current discharge. This is confirmed by the fact that fewer cracks are initiated in the damaged zone located in the bottom of the specimen. The main damaged zone located between the two horizontal dashed lines is about 1.55 mm in width. Good correlation between the size and the location of the damaged zone obtained experimentally and the damage field obtained numerically can be observed. Moreover, due to the low loading rate, this spall zone obtained by numerical simulation is not fully damaged. The crack density in the damaged zone is determined by calculating the mean distance between cracks (this mean distance is determined by counting the number of cracks crossing a vertical line located in this zone). For the SPS-S grade, a crack density between 2.5 × 10 10 and 8.3 × 10 11 cracks m −3 with a mean value of 1.7 × 10 11 cracks m −3 has been obtained. Good correlation is observed with numerical predictions, with a crack density between 10 10 and 10 12 cracks m −3 obtained numerically.
In the case of the PS-S grade, only the spall has been recovered due to the higher loading rate (7500 s −1 ). However, in a cut view, one can observe that many cracks have been initiated and are visible in the recovered spall. A good comparison is observed between the location of this damaged zone and the prediction obtained numerically (cf. figure 10) . A mean crack density of 2.0 × 10 11 cracks m −3 is obtained experimentally. In the numerical results, one can observe that many elements have a crack density between 10 11 and 10 12 cracks m −3 , validating the predictions given by the DFH model.
Conclusion
In this work, the dynamic tensile behaviour of two silicon carbide grades has been investigated by means of a high-pulsed power generator called GEPI. Contrary to the plate impact technique generally used to perform spalling tests, and where a shock is applied to the ceramic, the use of the GEPI device allows a pressure ramp to be applied to the ceramic spreading over 500 ns. This pressure ramp is applied to the sample by means of a high-intensity current propagating through aluminium alloy electrodes. This technique allows determination of the strain rate level at the time of failure and thus provides the quantification in the strain rate sensitivity of the dynamic tensile strength of ceramics. Data obtained from laser interferometry along with MHD numerical simulations have identified both the spall strength and the applied loading rate to the sample.
Three GEPI spalling tests have been performed on two silicon carbide grades. These SiC grades, provided by Saint-Gobain Company, have been sintered using two sintering processes. The obtained microstructures differ in terms of densification level, grain size and secondary phase. By varying the strain rate level in the range of 2000-25 000 s −1 , it is observed that the two SiC grades present different tensile strengths (for a given strain rate) and different strain rate sensitivities. The SPS-S grade, presenting a higher densification rate and larger grains than the PS-S grade, is characterized by the highest mean failure stress in quasi-static loading regime but by the lowest strain rate sensitivity. The PS-S grade, with its more dispersed microstructure, presents the lowest Weibull modulus and consequently the highest strain rate sensitivity. Thus, the grain size of the ceramic seems to have a secondary role on the dynamic tensile behaviour of silicon carbides in comparison with the densification rate.
Another advantage of the GEPI machine is the capability and the ease of recovering damaged ceramic specimens after testing, as opposed to the plate impact testing method, where a special system is needed. In this study, for the first time with silicon carbide ceramics, partially damaged specimens loaded at 2000 s −1 were recovered. Analyses by optical and scanning electron microscopy enable the observation of damage and the quantification of the crack density in the spalled sample. All the data obtained using the GEPI machine constituted unique and relevant information to characterize the dynamic tensile behaviour of silicon carbides, and to validate damage models.
The DFH damage model was employed to simulate spalling tests performed on silicon carbide ceramics. This anisotropic damage model is based on a micromechanical description of the mechanisms activated during the fragmentation process of brittle materials. The input data of this model use the Weibull probability distribution parameters that are determined by means of quasi-static bending tests. In the case of the PS-S grade, it was observed that different defect populations can be activated depending on the effective volume. In order to activate the same defect population as in dynamic tests, the effective volume of quasi-static failure tests has to be as close as possible to the effective volume during dynamic tensile tests. After a new bending test series on small specimens, the obtained Weibull parameters were better able to predict the dynamic tensile strength of the material (with a relatively good accuracy without any adjustment of parameters). In the case of the SPS-S, a readjustment of the Weibull modulus obtained initially was considered. Numerical simulations have been performed with an explicit finite-element code and using the DFH model. These numerical simulations provided very good agreement with the experimental data in terms of free surface velocity profiles, size and location of the damaged zone along with the crack density in this damaged zone.
